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Executive Summary 
 
 
 
 
 

This interim report is submitted in response to instructions in the Maintenance of 
Accreditation Committee’s letter of May 15, 2006. The College of Business Administration 
(CBA) at CSU Stanislaus was asked to provide an update on the progress of our student 
services one-stop shop, the Student Success Center, and how we use the Business 
Assessment Test to change curriculum and learning objectives.  
 
The College established a Student Success Center to enhance the delivery of student 
services. The Student Success Center (SSC) has made great strides toward achieving its 
initial goal of a one-stop shop student services office. The Center is currently providing this 
service on a full time basis. This academic year, the University and the College have 
committed more than $80,000 to support the Center operations. More Business students 
are seeking and receiving the Center services every day. The SSC is now playing a vital role 
in representing the College and advising new and transferring Business students during the 
University’s New Student Orientations. The Center has been successful in providing all day 
access to academic and career advising as well as scholarship and internship information to 
Business students. The Center also plays an important role in planning and participating in 
many University and College student activities and events. It has also developed and 
produced many useful and informative publications for Business students. 
 
The California State University Business Assessment Test (CSU-BAT) is now an 
important component of the College’s direct assessment of student learning. Assessment of 
student learning is an integral and key element in our process of continuous improvement. 
The assessment activities of the College since our January 2006 interim report have 
resulted in a number of curricular improvements. Two courses in Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility have been developed; one of these will be required as a pre-requisite to the 
business major. After analysis of the CSU-BAT results, the faculty agreed to increase 
financial statement analysis coverage as appropriate throughout the curriculum. The 
coordinator of the Financial Accounting courses will take a sabbatical leave in 2008-09 
during which she will update and revise a Financial Accounting textbook to include 
significant financial analysis and ethical coverage as well as traditional accounting financial 
cycle techniques. The College faculty have initiated conversations with the Mathematics 
Department to better align the required mathematics courses with the skills our graduates 
require. We are also developing a course in quantitative analysis to assist our students in 
acquiring the skills necessary for success in a business career.    
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Introduction 
 
The College was granted initial business accreditation on April 24, 2003. At that time, we 
were asked to report on four issues. In our January 15, 2006 interim report, we presented 
our achievements and progress regarding these four issues: (1) Development of a strategic 
plan with measurable goals to be achieved within specified time requirements; (2) enhanced 
student services in a one-stop shop concept, including internships, full time post graduation 
employment, and coordinated, centralized services; (3) allocation of appropriate resources 
and personnel to work with the faculty to develop web applications for technology-enhanced 
instruction; (4) assessing learning outcomes – as opposed to student satisfaction – through 
further efforts with the business schools in the CSU system on the development of objective 
measures of outcomes. 
 

This accreditation interim report is submitted in response to the request made in the May 
15, 2006 acceptance letter of our January 15, 2006 interim report from the Maintenance of 
Accreditation Committee Chair, John Kraft. The report addresses the following issues: 
 

 Section I:  Progress of the one-stop student service center concept. 

 Section II:   How the new Business Assessment Text (CSU-BAT) is used to 
change curricula and learning objectives. 
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 Student Services 

Section I.   Progress of the One-Stop Student Service Center Concept 
 
I.A. Introduction 
 
In our January 2006 interim report, Section II addressed student services and the 
establishment of the Student Success Center (SSC). This section is an update detailing the 
progress which we have made toward expanding the One-Stop Student Service Center 
Concept. In order to enhance student services, especially academic and career advising, the 
concept of a business student success center was proposed during AY 2002-03. The initial 
concept was to establish a one-stop shop undergraduate business advising office that 
delivers and coordinates all aspects of academic advising for business undergraduate 
students. This concept was further developed in the spring of 2003 to include additional 
student services such as career development services. Subsequent to the recommendation 
made in the AACSB accreditation notification letter, the concept was further developed 
during the summer of 2003 and further refined during the fall of 2003. In fall 2003, the 
Center concept was expanded to add coordination of internships and student scholarship 
services. The University allocated three offices within proximity of the College offices to 
house the Center. The Center began its activities and services during the AY 2003-04. In 
particular, a new process and system for academic advising for new Business students was 
initiated and implemented at New Student Orientation (NSO) advising days.  
 
In AY 2004-05, the Center’s activities were expanded to include publication of newsletters 
and brochures that support student services and inform our students of the availability of 
and how to receive these services. The Center began coordination of internship 
opportunities and began mass communication of these opportunities to our majors. The 
Center also began coordination of College-based career events and coordination of career 
services with the University Career Development Services (CDS).  
 
I.B. Center Goals 
 
The Student Success Center meets the increased demand for services by the growing CBA 
student body. Business students are very diverse with a strong multi-cultural background. 
Many of them are first generation college students. They are mostly from the San Joaquin 
Valley, a region that clearly lags behind the rest of California in terms of wealth, family 
income, and college preparation. Their needs include face-to-face and personalized 
interaction with faculty and staff, in addition to written publications that detail available 
College and University student services and frequent communication about internships and 
employment opportunities.   
 
After further refinement of the Center concept and its proposed services and activities, the 
following goals were determined during AY 2004-05 and revised in AY 2007-08. 
 
 Center Direct Services: 
 

• Provide in-person academic advising services to all newly declared business majors 
including incoming freshmen and transfer students. 
 

• Provide in-person over-the-counter student services, responding to walk-in students 
and directing them to where they may receive requested services. 
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• Plan and implement New Student Orientations (NSO) for incoming freshmen and 
transfer business students. 
 

• Prepare and disseminate publications and written information about student services 
to all business undergraduate students. 
 

 Center Support Services: 
 

• Coordinate and streamline academic advising services to continuing business 
undergraduate students. 
 

• Establish an internship process that facilitates the development and dissemination of 
internship opportunities. 
 

• Coordinate and disseminate information about scholarships available to business 
students. 
 

• Support and enhance the activities of Business student organizations to provide 
opportunities for student leadership and link student organizations with area 
businesses. 
 

• Coordinate and improve career fairs sponsored by the College and its academic 
departments. 
 

 Center Services Coordinated with University Offices: 
 

• Coordinate career development services with the University Career Development 
Services. Coordinate and expand career opportunities for graduating business 
students. 
 

• Plan, implement, and coordinate additional student services that enhance student 
academic and career success such as sponsorship, mentorship, student organization 
activities, tutoring services, service learning, and community service. 

 
I.C. Center Activities in 2006-07 and 2007-08 Academic Years 
 
I.C.1. New Student Orientation (Freshmen) 
 
In the AY 2006-07, the SSC participated in four New Student Orientations. A total of 107 
freshmen Business students attended these orientations. In the AY 2007-08, the SSC 
participated in six NSO with a total of 131 freshmen Business students attending just 
summer and fall 2007. For the freshman orientations, the SSC created a fall course 
schedule for each freshman Business Administration student. This schedule included one 
mathematics course, one English course, and two general education courses. Each student 
was given a New Student Guidebook that outlines the Business Administration major as well 
as other pertinent information regarding the College and concentration requirements for 
graduation. 
 
I.C.2. New Student Orientation (Transfer) 
 
In the AY 2006-07, the SSC participated in six NSO with a total of 186 transfer students in 
attendance. In the AY 2007-08, the SSC participated in six NSO with a total of 258 transfer 
students in attendance for summer and fall 2007. For the transfer orientations, the SSC 
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discussed the Business Administration courses necessary to complete the degree as well as 
transferable units from other colleges and universities. The SSC covered the courses 
accepted from community colleges and universities which the students previously attended, 
answering many questions regarding fulfillment of requirements with transferred courses. 
Each student was given a New Student Guidebook that outlines the business administration 
major as well other pertinent information regarding the College and concentration 
requirements for graduation.   
 
I.C.3. Academic Advising  
 
In the AY 2006-07, the SSC advised an average of eight students per day. In the fall 2007 
semester, the SSC advised an average of 12 students per day. Students who visit the SSC 
are usually seeking academic advising. The SSC coordinator goes through an academic 
planning sheet with the students to make sure they have completed the necessary 
requirements to graduate. The coordinator helps students plan for upcoming semesters and 
makes sure they have completed the necessary pre-requisites before registering for future 
courses. If needed, the SSC coordinator may refer students to College faculty for further 
advising or final signatures. 
 
I.C.4. Career Advising  
 
In the AY 2006-07, the SSC saw an average of two students a day for career advising. In 
the fall 2007 semester, the SSC saw an average of four students a day for career advising. 
Students seeking career advising come to the SSC to identify what concentration they 
should take. The Center’s coordinator discusses their options, which helps to narrow down 
their field of interest. Once their field of interest is determined, more information on 
careers, internship opportunities, and job placement in that field can be provided. 
Discussion of the concentrations and their career offerings has been very helpful to students 
who do not initially select a concentration when they start the business administration 
program. 
 
I.C.5. Internships  
 
The SSC works with the University Career Development Services office and the CBA 
Business Advisory Board (BAB) to develop internship opportunities in the business field for 
our students. Internship opportunities are posted outside of the Center. Copies are kept in 
an “Internships Binder,” and information is emailed to interested students as well. Also, 
instructors announce various internship opportunities in their classes. 
 
I.C.6. Events Planning and Participation 
  

• Family Weekend - During the fall semesters of 2006 and 2007, the SSC 
participated in the University Family Weekend Event. Incoming freshman and 
their families spend a weekend on campus meeting faculty and attending 
specialized events regarding university life, courses, and campus organizations 
and clubs. The SSC represented the College at this event and provided materials 
and information regarding the College programs. 
 

• Preview Day - This is a day for prospective students to meet with faculty and to 
discuss various majors offered by the University. The SSC represented the CBA at 
the fall 2007 Preview Day and distributed CBA program literature. Business 
faculty advisors were available to discuss the business program as well as 
professional opportunities available to CBA graduates. 
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• Accounting Night – With the assistance of the SSC, the Accounting and Finance 
Department hosted a “meet and greet” event in the fall semesters of 2006 and 
2007. Accounting and finance students were able to speak with employers about 
career opportunities and internships in accounting firms, financial institutions, 
and related businesses. In attendance at the fall 2007 event were 118 students, 
and 88 recruiters from 28 companies. 
  

• Computer Information Systems (CIS) Night – In the fall semesters of 2006 
and 2007, with assistance from the SSC, the CIS Department hosted an event for 
employers in the technology industry to showcase career opportunities and 
internships. At this event, our CIS students were given an opportunity to meet 
local business leaders in the industry and discuss the CIS field and career paths. 

 

• Meet the Firms Night - During the spring semester of 2007, the SSC hosted the 
CBA annual Meet the Firms Night. This special event presents a great networking 
opportunity for our Business students. Employers have the opportunity to 
showcase their company and discuss job opportunities. This event was a great 
success with over 25 companies and 250 students in attendance.   

 

I.C.7 SSC Publications 
 
The Student Success Center has developed and produced the following informative 
publications: 
 

• Business News - The SSC publishes annually four regular Business News issues 
for our Business students. Topics vary, but include news about academic 
programs, career opportunities, highlights of faculty achievement, student and 
alumni achievements, and upcoming College events. In addition, the Center has 
published five special single topic issues of Business News. These are the 
Business Academic Success Guide, Business Career Guide, Business Career 
Opportunities, Student Services, and a special issue focusing on Communications. 
The most recent edition of the Business News is in Appendix I.A. 

  

• New Student Guidebook - The SSC also created a “New Student Guidebook” 
outlining all pertinent information regarding the business administration major 
and concentrations for our incoming students. This guidebook is used at all New 
Student Orientations. A copy of the guidebook is in Appendix I.B. 

  

• Concentration Brochures – The concentration brochures are available to help 
students obtain in-depth information about each of the College’s concentrations 
for the major. In addition to degree requirements, the concentration brochures 
offer information about the specific job field, career opportunities, clubs, and 
associations. A sample of the brochures is in Appendix I.C. 

 

• Planning Sheets - The planning sheets are used to show students what the 
specific course requirements are to complete a particular concentration within the 
business administration degree. A sample of the planning sheet is in Appendix 
I.D. 

 

• Planning Guides - The planning guides were created to assist the coordinator of 
the SSC when advising students. The planning guides list all the course 
requirements, including general education requirements, to complete the 
business administration degree. A sample of the planning guide is in Appendix 
I.E. 
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I.D. University Commitment and Resources 
 
The University and the CBA have demonstrated strong commitment to providing the 
necessary resources to make the Student Success Center a success. To adequately staff the 
Center, a full time coordinator position was created, funded, and made permanent in fall 
2007. The College also hired a peer advisor, available twenty hours a week to assist the 
Center coordinator.  
 
The University and the College have committed $54,000 to fund the Center coordinator and 
the peer advisor positions. In addition, the College committed over $10,000 to provide the 
Center with furniture and equipment such as computers, printers, and a copier. 
 
Furthermore, the College allocated over $29,000 for operation of the Center in AY 2007-08. 
Details of the Center’s budget and operating costs are listed in Appendix I.f. 
 
I.E. Continuous Improvement 
 
The CBA is committed to the support and enhancement of the student services provided by 
the SSC. The SSC is currently updating its website to include more student forms and 
updated advising information. In addition, all business concentration brochures are currently 
being updated and revised to improve their quality.  
 
During the short time the Center has been in service, we have received very positive 
feedback from students regarding the Center and its services. Efforts are under way to 
design surveys and collect data regularly from students regarding the effectiveness of the 
Center and to gather ideas for improving its services. Our plan is to start collecting these 
data from students in the spring 2008 semester. During AY 2008-09, we will begin 
implementing actions to improve the Center as suggested by the student surveys. 
 
I.F. Summary  
 
Since January 2006, the Student Success Center has come a long way toward achieving its 
initial goal of being a one-stop shop student services office. The Center currently provides 
this service on a full time basis, staffed by a permanent full time coordinator and assisted 
by a half time student peer advisor. The SSC is now functioning in two well furnished and 
equipped rooms with the latest computer and printing equipment. It is adequately budgeted 
to effectively operate and accomplish its mission. More Business students are seeking and 
receiving SSC services every day. The SSC plays an important and significant role in 
representing the College and advising new and transferring Business students during the 
University’s New Student Orientations. With SSC assistance, new Business students are now 
able to prepare their academic plans and establish practical goals for timely graduation. 
 
The Center has been very successful in providing all day accessible academic advising to 
current and potential business students. The Center works effectively to coordinate career 
advising and internship opportunities with the University’s Career Services Development 
Office. The Center also plays a significant role in planning and participating in many 
University and College student activities and events such as Family Weekend, Preview Day, 
Accounting Night, CIS Night, and Meet the Firms Night. 
 
The SSC has successfully developed and produced many useful and informative publications 
such as the Business News student newsletter, the New Business Student Guidebook, CBA 
concentration brochures, CBA program planning sheets, and planning guides. 
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Section II:   How the new Business Assessment Test (CSU-BAT)  
   is used to change curricula and learning objectives. 
 
II.A.   Introduction 
 
In our January 2006 interim report, Section IV addressed our activities and efforts to assess 
student learning since 2001. That report presented a summary of the College and University 
assessment efforts leading to the administration of the newly developed California State 
University Business Assessment Test (CSU-BAT). In the years prior to the development of 
the CSU-BAT, the College administered an internally prepared satisfaction survey, four 
surveys available through EBI (surveying graduating seniors, alumni, MBA students, and 
faculty members), and an annual curriculum review with stakeholders. The purpose of these 
surveys and meetings was to obtain input about our business curriculum and student 
learning from employers, alumni, business advisory board members, business leaders, 
students, and faculty.  
   
The faculty of our College have recognized the importance of systematic assessment of the 
effectiveness of its educational programs for a number of years. Our academic programs 
have regularly been evaluated for currency and completeness through the use of the above 
surveys and periodic meetings with our stakeholders.  
 
In the 2001 spring semester, the CBA formalized its assessment efforts by adopting a 
Curriculum Assessment Plan and a Curriculum Assessment Policy. The assessment plan was 
revised in February 2005 and the policy was revised in April 2005. The plan and policy are 
currently under review and will again be revised and updated in AY 2007-08. Our 
Assessment Plan and Policy reaffirm the faculty’s long-standing commitment to program 
and curriculum improvement and acknowledge that improvement begins with assessment. 
These documents formalize our policy for continual assessment of student learning as a 
means of fulfilling our mission and goals. Our Assessment Plan incorporates four core 
learning objectives which are derived from our College mission and goals. It identifies 
specific measurable student learning outcomes which we assess annually on a rotating 
basis. The Assessment Plan and Policy are presented in Appendix II.a and II.b. 
 
In AY 2004-05, the CBA faculty began the direct assessment of learning outcomes by 
administering the CSU-BAT, which was developed by the California State University System. 
Our graduating students continue to be tested each year using these subject matter 
examinations that are given to students in the capstone classes to assess their 
understanding of the common body of business knowledge. Appendix II.c presents a 
description of CSU-BAT and its development by the CSU system-wide schools of business. 
 
In the 2006 spring semester, a sample of student writing was collected and evaluated by a 
faculty committee using a common rubric which assessed student writing skills. We used 
this initial pilot study to improve our rubric and help us determine the process we want to 
use to assess student writing. The results will also serve as a benchmark for assessments in 
later years. During the 2006 fall semester, the faculty agreed to acquire a license to use 
Student Tracking Evaluation Portfolio System (STEPS) assessment software to assess 
students’ written communication skills and attainment of the CBA learning objectives related 
to ethical understanding and reasoning, multicultural understanding, reflective thinking, 
analytic skills, and use of information technology. The STEPS software was developed by the 
College of Business at CSU Chico. 
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Beginning in AY 2007-08, students in selected classes are required to complete one of the 
following as part of their course work: 
 

• An essay requiring them to define the major ethical issues of a decision, identify 
relevant stakeholders, identify authoritative guidelines that relate to the issue, 
and formulate feasible alternatives. 

• A reflective essay illustrating their understanding of how diverse perspectives 
relate to business decisions. 

• A case study requiring them to think critically and creatively, gather, synthesize, 
and use information, and use analytical modeling and information technology 
appropriately. 
 

The collected assignments are uploaded to the STEPS data management program and 
evaluated by CBA faculty members using our common rubric.  
 
II.A.1.     College Assessment Team 
 
Our activities to assess student learning are coordinated by a college-wide team composed 
of five faculty members, led by the college-wide assessment coordinator. Under the dean’s 
leadership, the team meets regularly to plan the administration of the EBI surveys, the 
CSU-BAT, and the annual curriculum review with the stakeholders. The team conducts initial 
analysis of the EBI, input from the annual curriculum review meetings, and CSU-BAT 
results, and summarizes the results for review by the College faculty. The CBA faculty meet 
annually to review the results of assessments performed during the previous academic year 
and determine responsive actions to improve student learning. In addition, the team, jointly 
with the chairs of our academic departments, oversees the implementation of approved 
actions to improve student learning. 
 
II.B.         Undergraduate curriculum learning objectives 
 
The four learning objectives listed below stem directly from the CBA Mission Statement and 
Goals.    
 
Students graduating from our undergraduate programs will be able to:  
 

Obj. 1.     Communicate clearly and effectively using oral and written 
communication, and electronic media. 

           
          The skills required to meet the first learning objective are the ability to: 

 
• Prepare and present a cohesive, coherent oral argument or illustration before 

an audience of at least five people. 
• Prepare a cohesive, coherent, and well-written document.   
• Prepare a presentation using an electronic medium such as PowerPoint.  
• Work effectively as a member of a team to define a business-related problem, 

identify alternative courses of action, collect relevant information, and select 
and support a reasonable course of action.  

 

Obj. 2.     Recognize ethical issues and develop a framework for appropriate 
resolutions. 

 

               The skills required to meet the second learning objective are the ability to: 
 
• Define the major ethical issues in an applied business problem. 
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• Identify stakeholders in the decision. 
• Identify authoritative guidelines that relate to the issue (such as a 

Professional Code of Ethics). 
• Formulate feasible alternatives. 

 

Obj. 3.     Understand how diverse perspectives relate to business decisions. 
 

          The knowledge required to meet the third learning objective is demonstrated 
when students who have been given applied business problems: 

 

• Incorporate political, social, cultural, legal and regulatory, environmental, and 
technological issues in their business decisions. 

• Include local, regional, national, and/or international circumstances in their 
business decisions and explain how these factors affect their decisions. 

• Predict and explain how their business decisions affect society locally, 
regionally, nationally, and globally. 

 

Obj. 4.     Think with sufficient depth and agility to make sound decisions based on 
logical analysis and substantive, integrative knowledge of the business 
disciplines. 

 
               The skills and knowledge required to meet the fourth learning objective are to: 
 

• Think critically and creatively. 
• Gather, synthesize, and use information. 
• Use analytical modeling and information technology appropriately to support 

business-related activities such as financial statement analysis, market 
analysis, and operations analysis. 

• Gain a basic understanding of the body of knowledge common to the 
following disciplines: 
 

a. accounting 
b. economics 
c. finance 
d. information systems 
e. management and organizational behavior 
f. marketing 
g. operations management 
h. quantitative business analysis 

 
The above learning objectives were last reviewed and revised in February 2005. We expect 
to review these learning objectives for currency and completeness during spring 2008. As 
part of this process, we will be obtaining input from a number of stakeholder groups, 
including alumni, employers, and the CBA Business Advisory Board members.               
 
II.C.     CSU-BAT 
 
The Schools of Business in the CSU system developed the CSU-BAT for use in the direct 
assessment of student learning and curriculum effectiveness. Our College was among the 
first schools in the system to administer the test on a pilot basis and to revise and improve 
the test accordingly. The College faculty decided to administer the test on a regular basis 
beginning in AY 2004-05 based on a three-year cycle: 
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• First year: Administer the CSU-BAT to our graduating seniors in the capstone 
policy course. 

• Second year: Tests results are analyzed and submitted for faculty review. 
Faculty determine necessary actions to improve student learning. 

• Third year: Implementation of the actions to improve student learning, which 
were determined during the second year. 

 
In order to close the loop on continuous improvement, after the third year we will check to 
see if the curricular changes have resulted in improvements in student learning. If student 
attainment of the relevant learning objectives does not improve sufficiently as a result of 
implemented changes in the curriculum, the faculty will act to identify and implement other 
means of addressing the identified weaknesses in our programs. 
 
II.D.    Assessment Activities  
 
II.D.1. AY 2005-06 Assessment Activities 
 
During AY 2005-06, CSU-BAT was administered to our graduating seniors. Faculty members 
discussed the results and determined appropriate curricular improvements during AY 2006-
07 (see below.) 
 
In fall 2005, the faculty reviewed the CSU-BAT results from AY 2004-05 (the first year in 
which the test was administered and systematically analyzed). It was noted that our results 
are quite similar to the test results of other CSU campuses. Our students performed 
comparatively well in accounting, marketing, and management information systems. While 
the results indicate a potential for program improvement in several topical areas, two in 
which students are particularly weak are finance and statistics. 
 
The faculty decided that we can best improve our programs by concentrating on one or two 
topics each year. A more detailed study of the finance test results suggests that the 
majority of graduating students do not possess a good understanding of the expected 
relationships between various financial statement accounts, which is a critical skill when 
analyzing and interpreting financial reports. The result reinforces concerns previously 
expressed by some of the Business Policy instructors. We believe that the ability to interpret 
financial statements is critical to our students’ success in the business world. Our curriculum 
has primarily emphasized financial statement analysis in our Business Finance course (FIN 
3220). If students are to develop and retain this critical skill, the faculty believes it must be 
introduced and reinforced elsewhere in our curriculum. 
 
The College faculty agreed to begin integrating financial statement analysis into additional 
courses throughout the curriculum, as appropriate. As a longer term strategy, we selected 
Financial Accounting (ACC 2110) as the course where such analysis is introduced and 
extensively emphasized. The Coordinator of Financial Accounting agreed to identify a 
textbook that includes extensive financial analysis throughout the course.  
 
As a result of the EBI surveys completed by graduating seniors in 2003-04, the College 
faculty recommended in 2004-05 that we develop elective courses in business ethics.  
During 2005-06, a faculty member developed two new courses in business ethics, in 
consultation with the Department of Philosophy faculty members. These two courses, once 
approved, were offered on a pilot basis to incorporate ethical issues in the business 
curriculum. 
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II.D.2. AY 2006-07 Assessment Activities 
 
The CSU-BAT was administrated to graduating seniors and the results will be analyzed in 
2007-08. The 2005-06 CSU-BAT results were analyzed; they indicated that our students, 
like those throughout the CSU system, have difficulty with quantitative topics such as 
finance and statistics. Faculty members agreed to identify the topics in mathematics and 
statistics that are most important to our students. Then we will schedule a meeting with 
faculty from the Mathematics Department during AY 2007-08 to determine whether the 
required mathematics courses (Finite Mathematics and Statistics) adequately cover the 
areas identified. If not, we will work with the Mathematics Department to modify the 
existing courses to more closely align with the skills our students need. Our faculty also 
agreed to develop a new course titled “Quantitative Analysis:  Practical Applications in 
Business,” which we hope will further improve students’ skills. This course would be 
required for students who are unable to pass a competency examination given at the 
beginning of their junior year. 
 
We began offering the two courses in Business Ethics and Social Responsibility as electives 
in fall 2006. However, since few students enrolled, the courses were cancelled. 
Consequently, we decided to require the lower division course as a pre-requisite to the 
business major. We are currently in the process of changing our program requirements to 
implement this curricular improvement.  
 
The faculty also agreed to continue to emphasize financial statement analysis in all related 
courses, especially in financial accounting and the upper division finance course. As agreed 
in 2005-06, the Coordinator of Financial Accounting began searching for a textbook that 
includes extensive financial statement analysis. Several textbooks were adopted on a trial 
basis; one textbook was identified which contained outstanding coverage of the topic. 
However, the text did not sufficiently cover basic accounting financial cycle techniques to 
meet our needs. The University has approved a sabbatical leave for the coordinator in AY 
2008-09, during which she will update and revise this textbook to include coverage of the 
accounting cycle and increased coverage of ethical issues. Copyright approval has been 
obtained. The revised book will be used in our Financial Accounting classes to provide 
students with an opportunity to extensively analyze financial statements. Workshops in 
integrating statement analysis will also be provided to our adjunct faculty teaching the 
course. 
 
A sample of student writing collected in spring 2006 was evaluated during the AY 2006-07 
by a faculty committee using a common rubric to assess student writing skills. We used this 
initial pilot study to improve our rubric and provide a benchmark for future evaluations of 
student writing. 
 
A faculty development seminar was held during the year to review and examine new 
software to assess student written communication skills. The faculty agreed to acquire a 
license to use this new software developed by CSU Chico. We expect to implement this new 
software, Student Tracking Evaluation Portfolio System (STEPS), during AY 2007-08. 
 
II.D.3. AY 2007-08 Assessment Activities 
 
The CSU-BAT was administered to graduating seniors in December 2007. We will receive 
the results and conduct our analysis during AY 2008-09. The CSU-BAT that was 
administered to our graduating seniors during AY 2006-07 was not mailed in time for 
normal processing at CSU Long Beach. The staff member responsible for mailing the tests 
unexpectedly went on an extended sick leave during the entire spring semester 2007. This 
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unfortunate error caused a delay in processing and receiving the test results. We expect to 
receive the results in spring 2008 and to conduct our regular analysis of the tests results at 
that time. 
 
The College acquired the license to use the Student Tracking Evaluation Portfolio 
System (STEPS) software to assess student written communication. Two faculty members 
enrolled in a training program held during January 2008. We plan to implement this 
software during spring 2008 and use the results to determine if improvement in student 
writing has occurred as a result of new writing courses developed and initially offered in fall 
2005.  These courses are required for students matriculating in fall 2005 and after. 
 
The Computer Information Systems (CIS) faculty have developed an instrument to gather 
faculty input about important quantitative methods topics our students must learn. This 
information is currently being collected and will be analyzed during AY 2007-08. The 
meeting with the faculty of the Mathematics Department to consider revisions in the 
required mathematics and statistics courses has been scheduled. We will also proceed with 
the development of the quantitative methods course mentioned earlier, “Quantitative 
Analysis: Practical Application in Business.”  
 
The College Curriculum and Resources Committee (CRC) is currently reviewing student 
learning objectives. The committee is expected to submit its report and recommendations to 
the faculty not later than spring 2008. 
 
The following table summarizes the assessment activities and actions taken to improve 
student learning during the academic years 2005-06 through 2007-08. 
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CBA Assessment Actions 
2005 through 2008 

Table II.1 
 

Year 
Assessment Tools 

Administered 

Areas for Improvement 
Identified  

Based on Previous Year's 
Assessment Data 

Actions Implemented  
to Address Weaknesses  

Identified in Previous Years 

2005-06 

CSU Business 
Achievement Test 
(CSU-BAT) Stakeholder 
curriculum review 
Assessment of student 
writing samples 

Students' abilities to analyze 
financial statements and 
understand the expected 
relationship between various 
financial statement 
accounts. [Based on 
2004-05 CSU-BAT results] 

In response to weaknesses previously 
identified in the EBI survey administered to 
graduating seniors, developed two elective 
courses in Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility.  

2006-07 

CSU Business 
Achievement Test 
(CSU-BAT) Stakeholder 
curriculum review  

Students' abilities to perform 
quantitative analyses, along 
with basic mathematics skills   
[Based on 2005-06 CSU-BAT 
results] 

 
Faculty increased financial analysis coverage 
in their courses as appropriate. The 
Coordinator of the Financial Accounting 
courses adopted several textbooks on a trial 
basis in order to identify one which includes 
extensive financial analysis throughout the 
course. One textbook was identified which 
contained outstanding coverage of this 
topic; however, it does not sufficiently cover 
traditional financial accounting topics to 
meet our needs. The University has 
approved a sabbatical leave for the 
coordinator in AY 2008-09, during which she 
will update and revise this textbook to 
include traditional topics and increase 
coverage of ethical issues. Copyright 
approval has been obtained. The revised 
book will be used in our Financial Accounting 
classes. Offered the two newly developed 
courses in Business Ethics and Social 
Responsibility; learned that an insufficient 
number of students enroll when these are 
offered as elective courses. 
 

Fall 
2007 

CSU Business 
Assessment Test  
(CSU-BAT)             

CSU-BAT results from 
2006-07 have not been 
received as of 1/15/08. 

 
Requested faculty input about the 
quantitative skills required by our students. 
Arranged meeting with Mathematics 
Department faculty members to consider 
revisions in the required mathematics and 
statistics courses. Developing quantitative 
methods course, "Quantitative Analysis:  
Practical Applications in Business." Initiated 
procedures to require a course in Business 
Ethics and Social Responsibility as a pre-
requisite to a business major. 
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II.E Continuous Improvement 
 
The College of Business Administration has developed a culture of continuous improvement 
through systematic and well-defined assessment activities. The College has identified core 
learning objectives for its degree programs. These objectives are assessed on a rotating 
basis. The assessment and continuous improvement process incorporates a three-year 
cycle. In the first year, assessment measures are gathered. During the second year, the 
results are summarized and evaluated and curricular improvements are identified by the 
College faculty. The identified curricular changes are implemented in the third year of the 
cycle. In subsequent years, student attainment of the relevant learning objective will be re-
assessed to determine whether improvement has occurred. If necessary, additional 
curricular changes will be identified and implemented. During any one academic year, each 
of these processes is occurring. For example, during AY 2006-07 assessment measures 
were gathered, the assessment results from 2005-06 were analyzed and curricular 
improvements to be made were identified, and the improvements identified in the previous 
year (resulting from 2004-05 assessment data) were implemented.   
 
II.F Summary 
 
The primary instrument used to directly assess business students’ attainment of learning 
objectives has been the CSU Business Assessment Test (CSU-BAT). Our College was one of 
the first CSU business schools to implement the CSU-BAT and we continue to be a strong 
user of it. Table II.1 above presents a summary of our CSU-BAT assessment and continuous 
improvement activities over the last three academic years. The table shows the assessment 
tools administered, areas for improvement identified based on previous year’s assessment 
data, and actions implemented to address weaknesses identified in previous years. 
 
Beginning in 2007-08, the Student Tracking Evaluation Portfolio System (STEPS) will also be 
used to directly assess student attainment of those learning objectives that require 
subjective evaluation, such as written and oral communication skills. Several indirect 
measures have also been used to assess our overall program and student learning. The 
principal indirect assessment techniques used have been EBI surveys of our graduating 
seniors and alumni and annual meetings with members of the business community who 
employ our graduates. 
 
As we begin implementation of the STEPS assessment tools and continue administering the 
CSU-BAT, we anticipate identifying additional ways in which we can revise our curriculum to 
enhance student learning and continuously improve our academic programs. 
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  Appendix I.A – Newsletter  
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Appendix I.B 
 

California State University, Stanislaus 
College of Business Administration 

New Student Guidebook 
 
 
 

Note: the following is an excerpt from our 
New Student Guidebook.  

We have included the first five pages from the 
54-page booklet. The full guidebook is 

available upon request.  
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The full guidebook is available upon request. 
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Appendix I.C. – Brochure Sample 
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Appendix I.D. - Planning Sheet Sample 
Page 1 
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Appendix I.D. - Planning Sheet Sample 
Page 2 
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Student Success Center  
Budget and Operating Costs 

 
The annual cost to support the SSC is approximately $83,150 a year. In addition, to expand 
the center, the College supplied additional furniture and equipment amounting to 
approximately $10,025.  
 

A.  One-time costs: 

Equipment 

Two computers w/monitors $3,600 

Fax/Printer/Copier $275 

Printer $800 

                Total Equipment $4,675 

Furniture 

Two desks $3,000 

Two bookcases $400 

Two file cabinets $1,100 

Three chairs $450 

Two office chairs $300 

One coat rack $100 

                Total Furniture $5,350 

Total One-time costs $10,025 

B.  Annual on-going costs: 

Full-time staff salary with benefits $44,000 

Part-time student assistant $10,000 

Procurement Card Assigned to Center $24,000 

Supplies $200 

Printing services $4,300 

Utilities $650 

Total annual costs $83,150 
 
 

Appendix I.F. 
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Student Success Center  

Budget and Operating Costs (Continued) 
 
Staff position: A full-time position was provided to the Center for a 

Student Services Professional (SSP). Our SSP is a 
union classified contract bargaining unit 4. The cost of 
this SSP position includes both the employee’s salaries 
and benefits. 
 

$44,000  

The Student: A part-time student assistant employee is authorized 
by the Dean to the Center for twenty hours a week. 
The additional staff support is utilized to direct 
students, set appointments and answer phones. 
 

$10,000 

Procurement Card 
Assigned to the 
Center: 

California State University, Stanislaus has a 
Procurement Card program available for the College 
Deans to utilize. The College of Business 
Administration has assigned a procurement card to 
the Center with a limit of $2,000 per month or 
approximately $24,000 per year. 
 

$24,000 

Supplies Allocation:
  

The College of Business Administration (CBA) allocates 
funds of $200 into a special account string assigned 
specifically to the CBA’s Student Success Center.   
 

$200 

Utilities: The telephone charges for three phone extensions 
assigned to the Student Success center cost 
approximately $650 per year. All other utility 
expenses are paid for by the University’s Facility 
Services Dept. 
 

$650 

Reprographics 
Support for 
Brochures/Publicat
ions: 

The College funds the center’s printing orders for 
business cards, brochures, publications and other 
printing needs for the Center out of the Dean’s office. 
The following is an estimate of some of the items the 
Dean supplies each year to the Center: 
 

$4,300 

Business Cards $150 
Posters $50 
Guide Books $1,000 
Business Reply Envelopes $100 
Student Resume Books $2,000 
Brochures (Concentration) $500 
Flyers  $100 
Special Signs & Directional Displays $400 

Total $4,300 
 

Total estimated Annual Costs = $83,150 
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Appendix II.A 
 
 

Undergraduate Curriculum  
Assessment Plan 

 
Overview 
 

The College of Business Administration (CBA) faculty reaffirms its long-standing commit-
ment to program and curriculum improvement. Throughout its history, program and cur-
riculum assessment has remained a key element of its strategic mission and it acknowl-
edges that improvement begins with assessment. This document formalizes our plan for 
continual assessment of student learning as a means of fulfilling our mission and goals. 
 
Mission Statement pertinent to curriculum assessment  
 

The College of Business Administration’s mission states,  
 

 “Our mission is to deliver a professional business education that provides our 
students with the knowledge and skills to succeed in their business careers and in 
society.”  

 

 “We are dedicated to providing an educational environment focused on learning. We 
enrich our teaching and lifelong learning through applied and pedagogical research.” 

 

  “We seek to assure overall quality, relevance, and convenience in the creation and 
continual improvement of our professional business programs.” 

 

Goals pertinent to curriculum assessment (Goal A) 
 

 “To create an educational environment focused on student learning and to provide 
professional business education programs accessible to our students.” 
 
Model   
 

This model outlines our continual curriculum assessment process. The initial step is to 
address our strategic plan, mission, and goals and continue through to the final step of 
implementing the changes. We then close the loop by returning to our initial step to restart 
the process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Implement Changes to Improve 
Student Learning 

Educational Program Development 
& Continuous Improvement 

Analysis and Findings Measurement 

Develop Assessment Strategies 

Learning Objectives 

Strategic Plan, Mission,  
and Goals 
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Core Learning Objectives 
 
The Learning Objectives stem directly from the Mission Statement and Goals.    
 
Students graduating from our undergraduate programs will be able to:  
 

1. Communicate clearly and effectively using oral and written communication 
and electronic media. 

  
 The skills required to meet the first learning objective are the ability to: 

 
 Prepare and present a cohesive, coherent oral argument or illustration before 

an audience of at least five people. 
 Prepare a cohesive, coherent, and well-written document.   
 Prepare a presentation using an electronic medium such as PowerPoint. Work 

effectively as a member of a team to define a business-related problem, 
identify alternative courses of action, collect relevant information, and select 
and support a reasonable course of action.  

 

2. Recognize ethical issues and develop a framework for appropriate 
resolutions. 

 

 The skills required to meet the second learning objective are the ability to: 
 

 Define the major ethical issues in an applied business problem. 
 Identify stakeholders in the decision. 
 Identify authoritative guidelines that relate to the issue (such as a 

Professional Code of Ethics). 
 Formulate feasible alternatives. 

 

3. Understand how diverse perspectives relate to business decisions. 
 

 The knowledge required to meet the third learning objective is demonstrated when 
students who have been given applied business problems: 

 

 Incorporate political, social, cultural, legal and regulatory, environmental, and 
technological issues in their business decisions. 

 Include local, regional, national, and/or international circumstances in their 
business decisions and explain how these factors affect their decisions. 

 Predict and explain how their business decisions affect society locally, 
regionally, nationally, and globally. 

 

4. Think with sufficient depth and agility to make sound decisions based on 
logical analysis and substantive, integrative knowledge of the business 
disciplines. 

 

 
 The skills and knowledge required to meet the fourth learning objective are to: 
 

 Think critically and creatively. 
 Gather, synthesize, and use information. 
 Use analytical modeling and information technology appropriately to support 

business-related activities such as financial statement analysis, market 
analysis, and operations analysis. 

 Gain a basic understanding of the body of knowledge common to the 
following disciplines: 
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a. accounting 
b. economics 
c. finance 
d. information systems 
e. management and organizational behavior 
f. marketing 
g. operations management 
h. quantitative business analysis 

 
Concentration and Course Learning Objectives 
 
The College of Business Administration’s faculty affirm their acceptance of the Core Learning 
Objectives, and develop additional learning objectives for their respective concentrations 
and the individual courses therein.  
 
Each department is responsible for documenting the depth at which individual courses 
address each concentration-specific learning objective. Changes to core learning objectives 
are submitted to the CBA Curriculum and Resources Committee for review and approval. 
The Curriculum and Resources Committee is charged with documenting the depth at which 
the individual courses address the Core Learning Objectives.   
 
Develop Assessment Strategies    
 
In accordance with CSU Stanislaus’ Principles of Assessment, the CBA program faculty 
believe that the primary purpose of assessment is to promote learning, and that the best 
assessment has significance at the local level. Thus, the faculty and concentrations 
responsible for determining course content and learning objectives best specify assessment 
measures. The CSU Stanislaus College of Business Administration assesses undergraduate 
student learning at three levels. 
 

1. Course-Level Assessment  – Individual instructors will develop assessment 
measures and methods appropriate to the specific course learning objectives. 
Such methods include, but are not limited to, examinations and quizzes, written 
assignments, oral reports, group projects, and class participation. 

 
2. Concentration-Level Assessment  – The faculty members within each 

concentration will develop measures and methods to assess student attainment 
of the learning objectives of their concentrations. Such methods include, but are 
not limited to, exit exams, surveys, and discussions with stakeholder groups (i.e. 
alumni associations, advisory boards, student associations, focus groups) and 
individual stakeholders (i.e. executive-in-residence). 

 
3. College-level Assessment – The CBA faculty will develop measures and 

methods to assess overall student attainment of the Core Learning Objectives. 
Such methods include, but are not limited to, capstone projects, case studies, 
exit exams, surveys, and discussions with stakeholder groups and individual 
stakeholders.  
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Measurement 
 
Measurement will occur periodically at the course, concentration, and college level. 
 
Analysis and Findings 
 
The assessment results will be analyzed and distributed to appropriate faculty members at 
each of the three levels. College-level assessment results will be distributed to the Dean and 
each faculty member within the CBA. Concentration-level assessment results will be 
distributed to the Department Chairs and each faculty member within the concentration. 
Course-level assessment results will be compiled by individual faculty members. 
 
While information obtained in assessment is the property of individual faculty and programs, 
the CBA faculty acknowledge that the sharing of information benefits the learning-centered 
university. Faculty and programs are thus encouraged to share assessment data with 
colleagues. 
 
Educational Program Development and Continuous Improvement 
 
The assessment results will be discussed and compared to appropriate learning objectives at 
each of the three levels and prioritization for improvement will be determined and 
documented.  
 
Implement Changes to Improve Student Learning 
 
Modifications to improve student learning will be developed and implemented by the faculty. 
 
Closing the Loop 
 
The above process will be used in subsequent reiterations. 
 
Plan Assessment 
 
The CBA Curriculum and Resources Committee will review this plan as appropriate, but not 
less than every five years. 
 
 
Undergraduate Curriculum Assessment Plan: 
Adopted by CBA Faculty on 4-6-01 
Revised by CBA Faculty on 2-18-05 
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Appendix II.B 

 
 

Undergraduate Curriculum  
Assessment Policy 

 
Overview 
 
The College of Business Administration (CBA) faculty reaffirm its long-standing commitment 
to program and curriculum improvement. Throughout its history, program and curriculum 
assessment has remained a key element of its strategic mission and it acknowledges that 
improvement begins with assessment. This document formalizes our policy for continual 
assessment of student learning as a means of fulfilling our mission and goals. 
 
Mission Statement pertinent to curriculum assessment  
 
The College of Business Administration’s mission states,  
 

 “Our mission is to deliver a professional business education that provides our 
students with the knowledge and skills to succeed in their business careers and 
in society.”  

 
 “We are dedicated to providing an educational environment focused on learning. 

We enrich our teaching and lifelong learning through applied and pedagogical 
research.” 

 
 “We seek to assure overall quality, relevance, and convenience in the creation 

and continual improvement of our professional business programs.” 
 

 
Goals pertinent to the Curriculum Assessment Policy (Goal A) 
 
“To create an educational environment focused on student learning and to provide 
professional business education programs accessible to our students.” 
 
Assessment Policy  
 
The College of Business Administration will assess student attainment of the undergraduate 
learning objectives at the course, concentration, and college level annually. College and 
concentration level assessments will follow a three-year continuous cycle. Student 
attainment of learning objectives will be measured in the first year of each cycle, the results 
will be analyzed and discussed in the second year of the cycle, and improvements to the 
curriculum that result from the analysis will be implemented in the third year of the cycle. 
In any given academic year, assessment stages relating to three different cycles will occur. 
 
For example, during 2003-04: 
 

 Initial measurements for 2003-2004 will occur. 
 Results of the 2002-2003 measurements will be analyzed and discussed. 
 Curriculum changes resulting from the 2001-2002 measurements will be 

implemented. 
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Course level assessment of student attainment of learning objectives occurs on an ongoing 
basis and may result in immediate pedagogical and/or curricular improvements. 
 
Implementation  
 
Overall program effectiveness will be assessed as follows: 
 

 The Curriculum Review Committee (CRC) will evaluate the Core Learning 
Objectives (LO) for currency and completeness every three years, beginning in 
2007-2008. During the evaluation process, input will be obtained from faculty, 
students, alumni, employers, and the CBA Advisory Board. Concurrent with this 
evaluation, the CRC will conduct a comprehensive study of the required 
prerequisite and core courses to ensure that the content of the curriculum is 
current, complete, and appropriate to our core learning objectives. 

 
 External satisfaction (EBI) surveys of undergraduates, employers, alumni, and 

faculty will be employed on a rotating three-year cycle. Undergraduates will be 
surveyed in spring 2005, employers in spring 2006, and alumni and faculty in 
spring 2007. 

 
Student attainment of the core learning objectives will be assessed as follows: 
 

 Subject matter examinations will be given to students in the capstone classes 
each semester (except the semesters in which the tri-annual EBI survey is 
distributed) to assess their understanding of the common body of knowledge 
(part of LO 4). 

 
 Students in selected classes will be required to complete one of the following 

each year as part of their course work: 
 

 An essay requiring them to define the major ethical issues of a decision, 
identify relevant stakeholders, identify authoritative guidelines that relate 
to the issue (such as a Professional Code of Ethics), and formulate feasible 
alternatives. (LO 2) 

 
 A reflective essay illustrating their understanding of how diverse 

perspectives relate to business decisions. (LO3) 
 
 A case study requiring them to think critically and creatively, gather, 

synthesize, and use information, and use analytical modeling and 
information technology appropriately. (LO4) 

 
The collected assignments will be evaluated by a faculty committee using a common 
rubric to assess students’ written communication skills (LO1) and attainment of LO 2, 
3, or 4.  

 
 Student presentations of group projects will be evaluated by a faculty committee 

every third year beginning in 2007-08. The students’ oral communication skills, 
ability to use presentation media (i.e. PowerPoint) effectively, and effectiveness 
as group members will be assessed according to a common rubric. (LO 1) 
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Interpretation 
 
Individual instructors will develop and implement assessment measures and methods 
appropriate to the specific course learning objectives. Faculty members are encouraged to 
share assessment results with the department chairperson and appropriate colleagues in the 
interest of continuous improvement. 
 
Faculty members within each concentration will develop measures and methods to assess 
student attainment of the concentration learning objectives. The Department Chair is 
responsible for coordinating assessment at the concentration level and will retain 
documentation of assessment results. The Department Chair will also track response actions 
to continually improve the curricula of the concentrations within his/her department. The 
Department Chair will submit an annual assessment report and action plan to the Dean. 
 
The CBA Assessment Committee is responsible for coordinating college-level assessment of 
student attainment of the core learning objectives. Documentation of results and actions 
taken in response to college-level assessment will be retained in the Dean’s office. 
 
Policy Assessment 
 
The CBA Curriculum and Resources Committee will review this policy periodically, but not 
less than every five years. 
 
 
Undergraduate Curriculum Assessment Policy 
Adopted by CBA Faculty on 5-11-01 
Revised by CBA Faculty on 4-8-05 
 

*** 
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Appendix II.C. 
 

CSU-BAT 
 
Overview: 
 
The California State University Business Assessment Test (CSU-BAT) seeks to measure CSU 
undergraduate Business students’ academic achievement and to assess the educational 
outcomes of the CSU undergraduate business programs. The CSU-BAT also enables CSU 
business schools to assess their students’ academic achievement compared to data from 
other CSU campuses.   
 
Background: 
 
Development of the CSU-BAT began when our dean and the business dean at CSU Long 
Beach proposed the development of a system-wide undergraduate business exit test during 
the CSU business deans’ meeting at Universal City in February 2002. Further discussion of 
the test, patterned after the ETS Major Field Test in Business (MFT-B), began in March 2002 
at a CSU business schools’ assessment meeting at Pomona. Work on the test began after a 
subsequent CSU business schools’ assessment meeting at Long Beach in November 2002.           
 
Reasons for the development of the CSU-BAT were primarily these four: (1) the continuing 
need to assess business programs’ student learning outcomes; (2) the high cost of the ETS 
Major Field Test in Business, (3) the capability of fitting a test more closely to the CSU 
business core curriculum, and (4) a potentially sufficient number of comparable schools, 
with similar budget constraints, the same union environment, and student populations that 
are not too dissimilar. The test development activities leveraged on the interest and 
assistance of a number of CSU business deans and at least two CSU business schools’ 
willingness to share experience derived from previous development of a Common Body of 
Knowledge (CBK) test for in-house use. 
  
Fifty-two experienced professors and administrators in CSU business schools, representing 
all the relevant areas of the CBK for undergraduate business education, contributed to test 
development as question writers, question editors, and liaison persons. A small faculty group 
at Long Beach, with all subject areas represented, selected the questions to compose the 
initial 80-item test. In July and August 2003, Long Beach and Pomona piloted the test with 
234 students at Long Beach and 179 students at Pomona. With the assistance of a test 
analysis expert, questions were item-analyzed and the test critiqued. About 14 percent of 
the questions were improved; seven percent were replaced. A revised test was presented at 
the CSU business schools’ assessment meeting in Long Beach in November 2003. Long 
Beach and Stanislaus piloted the revised test during fall 2003, with the pilot test results 
being presented at the CSU business deans’ meeting in San Diego in February 2004. During 
spring 2004, five CSU business schools (i.e., Bakersfield, Dominguez Hills, Long Beach, 
Monterey Bay, and San Diego) pilot-tested CSU-BAT, with Long Beach also performing a 
concurrent validation study of CSU-BAT and MFT-B. 
 
Test Description: 
 
The CSU-BAT contains 80 multiple-choice items, some of which require interpretation of 
charts, diagrams, and graphs. The test is designed to be administered in a 75-minute class 
period, which is an advantage over the two-hour-long MFT-B. Participating business schools 
administer the CSU-BAT in the required business capstone course in which graduating 
seniors enroll after they have completed the common body of knowledge (CBK). The test 
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covers the following subject areas:  accounting, economics, quantitative business analysis 
and information systems, finance, marketing, legal and social environment, and 
international issues. Results can be aggregated by a number of student characteristics 
including major/concentration, enrollment status (full/part-time), hours worked per week, 
ethnicity, gender, and age.  
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	Our activities to assess student learning are coordinated by a college-wide team composed of five faculty members, led by the college-wide assessment coordinator. Under the dean’s leadership, the team meets regularly to plan the administration of the EBI surveys, the CSU-BAT, and the annual curriculum review with the stakeholders. The team conducts initial analysis of the EBI, input from the annual curriculum review meetings, and CSU-BAT results, and summarizes the results for review by the College faculty. The CBA faculty meet annually to review the results of assessments performed during the previous academic year and determine responsive actions to improve student learning. In addition, the team, jointly with the chairs of our academic departments, oversees the implementation of approved actions to improve student learning.

